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By letter (4410-R4-L-0199) dated flov�r.lber fl, 19B4, you fon��trded the 
"R�?actor Coolant System Critic�tlity Reonrt." This rP.port pr'lvides the 
crit�rid an� rdtiu�dle u�e� for thd �el�ction of a boron cnn cent r� tion for 
the reactor coolilnt c;y�ter.1 (RCS) \'lhich will enc;ure that the fu�>l in th<:! RCS 
will re�in �ubcritical with a shut down m�rqin of at lPl�t one percent 
(r. f f �0.99) for �tny conceivablP. corP. configutation. ThP rPport concludes 
th3t an RCS boron concentration of 4350 ppm will prov i de the stat�d 
shutdown margin (i.e., at least one p�rcent) throughout all re�tctor dic;
asc;Pnbly �tnd defueling 1Ctiv1ties. 

Tht> "Cr1t i ca 1i ty Report" was reviewed by the NRC Cort> Perforr.nnce Rrdnch 
(CPO) and the CPO evaluation is encloc;erl. As discussed in th e Pnc1osure, 
the staff concludes that an RCS hor0n concentration of 4350 ppm will ac;sur� 
at least one pt!rcent shutdown margin for the hypothetical conservative fuel 
modPl assuned in your analysis. \le note that your maintP.nance o� ;,n 
"opert.�ting" RCS boron concentration of �Jlproximlltely 5000 ppm will prov id� 
t.1 siqnHicantly lJrgcr rPal shutdown milrgin, and � corr��o?ndi n>J deqrel? of 
enht111ced srtfPty, as you conduct reactor d;sasst!fllbly and dP.fueling 
operittions. 
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ENCLOSURE 

A REVIEW OF A CRITICALITY REPORT. FOR T�J-2 

A letter from F. Stand�rfer, TMI-2, GPU Nuclear, to B. Snyder, NRC, dated 
November 8, 1984 enclosed a report, ucriticality Report for The Reactor 
Coolant System at TMI-2", October 1984. The purposP. of the report was to 
"explain the criteria and rationale used for establishing a boron con
centration for the RCS which supports a shutdown mar�in of at least one 
percent under any conceivable core configuration". This is a brief review 
of that report. by the Core Performance Branch, NRR. 

The report presents in reasonable detail discussions in the follcwing areas 
involved in developing a selection of a moderator boron level to be specified 
for future THI-2 operations (including defueling) . 

1. A bounding approach ( "infinite poison" ) to maintain subcriticality 
for all achievable configurations 

2. A criterion for a suitable boron concentration; one percent subcritical 
for "bounding" model with uncertainty 

3. "Bounding" physical model which is conservative compared to achievable 
configurations 

4. Calculation methods and cross sections 

5. Search for and calculation of relevant nuclear experiments to check 
methods 

6. Uncertainty determination for calculations from experimental comparisons 

7. Determination of suitable fuel burnup and fission product characteristics 



8. Calculations for selected "bounding" model �nd other models for 
sensitivity studies 

9. Results 

We have examined the material presented in these areas and conclude (in 
brief) that appropriate and conservative approaches, criteria, physical 
models, calculational methods and data, experiments, uncertainty analyses 
and sensitivity analyses have been considered, selected and used, and the 
results and conclusions are acceptable. A brief elaboration or comment on 
these areas follows. 

·. 

1. The approach selected is to use a sufficiently high boron level in the 
moderator ("infinite poison") to meet a subcritical criterion (see 2.) 

for any "reasonably" conceivable ("bounding", see 3.) fuel" configuration. 
This is certainly a conservative approach (although somewhat dependent 
on'the nature of the "bounding• configuration). The resulting 
•reasonably" conceivable configuration does not go as far as an infinite 
array of geometrically optimized, unburned, high enrichment fuel, but 
the "bounding• model does use all of the fuel in an appropriately 
maximized, conservative configuration (3). There will be more comments 
on the relation to an infinite array when we discuss results (9). 

2. The shutdown criterion, i.e., sufficient boron to assure one percent 
shutdown for any st�te and fuel configuration (and specifically based 
on a "bounding• configuration) and including allowance for uncertainty 
in calculations, is somewhat arbitrary but reasonable and appropriate 
considering usual shutdown margin requirements. The "bounding• and 
uncertainty requirements should provide a much larger shutdown margin 
in any real condition. In the boron range of interest (4000-5000 ppm) 
the boron worth is about 300 ppm/JOk and any boron dilution event would 
have to be extensive (from the criterion level of 4350 or the expected 
normal operating level of 5050 ppm) to reach critical. 
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3. The physical •bounding" model involving a lenticular core comprising all 
of the fuPl, optimized fuel particle size and shape, cptimized fuel/ 
moderator ratio, no structure or solid poison, a central core containing 
all of the high enrichment fuel with appropriate burnup (no burnup for 
other fuel) and an optimized stainless steel ·reflector is certainly 
highly conservative compared to any reasonably achievable configuration. 
It was the product of an extensive geometry and material reactivity 
sensitivity analysis. Our review indicates that it can be considered an 
appropriate uboundfng"�odel, and it does not differ greatly in 

ireactivit1 from other more conservative models, e.g., spherical or infinite 
(see 9. for some quantitative comparisons to other configurations. 

·. 

4. The computer codes used for calculations of reactivity or multiplication, 
primarily the Monte Carlo code KENO along with the transport code XSORN 
(for sensitivity studies and parallel checks), and the cross section 
sets. are basic state of the art methodology with considerable background 
of'use at ORNL (and elsewhere) for various criticality studies, and are 
fully acceptable. 

• 

5. Although the methods had been used for many criticality studies, it was 
felt that additional confirmation of the methodology for high density 
boron and close packed fuel arrays was needed. Extensive searches were 
done for relevant experiments and comparison calculations w�re made �o 
develop additional confidence and quantitative uncertainty levels. Our 
review indicates that an impressive investigation of relevant experiments 
was conducted and a suitable analysis and confirmation of �he methodology 
and uncertainty was carried out. Our review did not involve specific 
check calculations (e.g • •  by our BNL consultants), but we dfd compare 
some previous Blil results in this ar�J (see rPference 4 of the report) 
with some results from the report, using some of the sensitivity 
studies for extrapolation. They were fn reasonable agreement. We expect 
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the calculation results given in the report to be reasonably correct. 

6. The results of the specific experiment calculations and previous 
relevant calculations were examined and a conservative uncertainty 
of 2. 5 percent delta k to be applied to results was determined. This 
process was discussed in detail in the report. Our review concludes 
that a suitably conservative uncertainty factor was determined and the 
result seems reasonable based �n other similar work we have seen. 

7. Credit w�s taken in the model for fuel burnup only for the central 
region high enrichment fuel. Other fuel was assumed unburned. (There 
was, of course, no burnable poison in the model.) Some fission product 
poison for the burned fuel was also used, but only after an extensive 
investigation of which isotopes would still be with the fuel. Also 
included were plutonium buildup and the decay of various isotopes 
since the event. We have concluded that a thorough study of burnup 
e(fects was done and a conservative model was used. 

8. An extensive set of calculations was done to explore material 
configurati�ns ,\nd the sensitivity of results to parameters such as 
boron level, futl/moderator ratio, fuel burnup and isotopes present, 
temperature, and reflector. Our review indicates that, gfven the 
approach and model used, a complete and useful exploration was performed. 

9. The "bounding" model (3.) meets the criterion (2. ) with a boron conter.t 
of 4350 ppm. The present THI-2 boron content is about 5050 ppm and 
this fs expected to continue during the defueling operations. The 
following table gives multiplication values (for the most part our 
estimates using report values and sensitivities) at 4350 and 5050 ppm 
for several configurations beginning with an ultimate maximum (an 
infinite array of high enrichment, optimum fupl pellets, at optimum 
moderator ratio), and leading by steps to t�e "bounding" model. This 
presents, briefly, some concept of sensitivities and margins involved. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Some steps have no listed k values since the information is not 
available, but are included to indicate full progression from 
maximum to chosen state. 

infinite array of high enrichment, 
unburned; optimized fuel and moderator 

sphere of (from center) high, medium, 
low enrichment fuel, SS reflector, with 
radially unon uniform" optimized fuel 
and moderator 

2. with uniform optimized rubble 

3. with medium and low enrichment mixed 

4. with high enrichment burned 

5. with lenticular shape 

6. with 2.51 uncertainty added 

Calculated (or estimated) 
nominal k with 8� 

4350 ppm 5050 ppm 

1. 007 0. 985 

0.984 0. 962 

0.968 0.946 

0.965 0.943 

0. 990 0.968 

We can note from the table that the change from sphere to lenticular is only 
0.3 percent so that the "bounding" shapP is not significantly far from 
optimum (in addition to being justifiably conservative). The use of burned 
high enrichment fuel is worth about 1.6 percent (about 500 ppm B), a signi
ficant amount, but is a known to exist phenomenon, conservatively calculated. 
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The change from the "bounding" type spherical Qeometry tc an infinite array of 
high enrichment, about 2 percent, whil� significant, is sufficiently small to 
indicate no great importance to a radially non uniform moderator ratio 
(potential) problem. Even for an infinite array the system woul� be (nominally) 
subcrftical with the expected 5050 boron level. T� go from the "bounding" 
model to a "real" model would involve changes providing less optimum 
conditions (probably simultaneously) for the gross geomP.trical configuration, 
fuel enrichment geometrical arrangement, fuel amount, fuel particle size, 
moderator ratio, structural material present and solid poison present. Our 
review indicates that the "bounding" model is indeed satisfactory and 
conservative and that 4350 ppm boron should maintain subcriticality with 
sufficient margfn. 

We conclude that the work described in the report represents an excellent job 
in exploring the problems of criticality for TMI-2 defuelfng, inc"luding the 
areas of geometry selection, parameter selection, calculation methodology 
and uncertainty analysis. The resulting analysis leading to a selection of 
4350 ppm boron as a minimum level for operation fs fully satisfactory and 
should "ensure subcrfticalfty through all reactor disassembly and defuelfng 
operations•. In particular ft should •assure at least one percent shutdown 
margin for an appropriate design basis fuel model." 
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